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WEST BENGAL STATE UNIVERSITY
B.Sc. Honours PART-III Examination, 2016

MATHEMATICS-HoNOURS

Paper-MTMA-V

Time Allotted: 4 Hours Full Marks: 100

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. Candidates should answer in their own words
and adhere to the word lim,it as practicable. All symbols are of usual significance.

1.

Gourp-A

[Marks-70]

Answer Question No.1 and any five from the rest.
Answer any five questions:

(a) If A=( -~,~) and B={±~,±2}, then examine whether

Au B is compact in ~.

3x5= 15

00

(b) Justify: If ,Lxn' (X>. 0) is convergent then
n=l

00

" 2·L..JXn IS
n=l

convergent.
SIDI1X

(c) Let h(x)= fn ,xE[-I, 1]. Does {In} converge uniformly

on [-1, I]? Justify.
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(d) Show that the functionf: [0, 1] ~ ~ defmed by

f (x) = x sin !,for x :;t: °
x

= ° ,for x= °
is not of bounded variation on [0, 1].

(e) Assuming rem) T(I - m) = 7t cosec mn, 0< m < 1
Show that r(t) r(i) ...r(t)= 136 Jr4.

(f) Verity whether the value of the integral J x d ([x] - x) is i
o 2

(where [x] denotes the greatest integer not greater than x).
(g) Prove or disprove: If If I is Riemann integrable over a closed

and bounded interval I, thenfin also Riemann integrable over
1.

(h) If e is defined by the equation J dt =1,prove that 2 < e < 3.
1 t

(i) Appling Dirichlet's test determine the convergence of

2. (a) (i) Give an example of a
(a) closed subset of Iffi. which in not compact
(b) bounded subset of Iffi. which is not compact
(ii) For a closed subset S and compact subset T of ~, show
that S n T is compact.

(b) Prove that every compact of ~ is closed and bounded,
(c) Show that a real valued continuous function on a closed and

bounded subset of Iffi. is uniformly continuous.

3 (a) When is a sequence of functions In: S ~ Iffi., S c ~,n E N,
said to uniformly converge to a functionf: S ~~?
Let if,,: S ~ ~, S c Iffi., n E N} converges uniformly on S. If
eachj, is continuous at a point c of S, then show that the limit
function fin also continuous at c.

/

(1+1)+2

3
4

1+3
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(b) If a sequence of functions {In: S ~ ~, S c ~,n E N} satiSfie1
Ifn(x)I ~ M; (x E S, n = 1,2, ..... ),

•. ex> 00

Prove that L fn converges uniformly if LM n converges.
n=! n=!

(c) Let!n(x) = n2x (1- xr, x E [0, 1],n EN.
l l "

Verity whether !~f fix) dx :I;f ~ In (x) dx
o '. 0 •

4

3

4. (a) State Abel's test ofunifonn convergence. Using this,
00 (-If

Show that L--l. converges uniformly on [0, 00]'
n~! nX

+2

1+3

00 3
(b) Let the radius of convergence of Lanxn be r.

. n=O

00

Find the radius of convergence of Lanx2n
•

n=O

(c) Assuming the power saris expansion for (1+xr1 as l-x+x2- 2+2
x3+ ... , (Ixl < 1), obtain the power series expansion oflog(1 +x).

111
Deduce that 1--+---+ ...=log2

234

5. (a) Iff: [a, b]~ ~ be Riemann integrable over [a, b], then prove 1+3
that If I is R-integrable over [a, b]

x b

and f f(x)dx ~ flf(x)ldx
a a

(b) Iff: [a, b]~ ~ be Riemann integrable over [a, b]. 2+3
x

For a ~ x ~ b, put F(x)= f f(t)dt.
a

Prove the following:
(i) F is of bounded variation on [a, b]
(ii) If f is continuous at a point C E [a, b], then F is
differentiable at c and F'(c) = f(c).

/
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(c) Letj": [a, b]~ ~ be defined as follows:
j(x) = x, for x E [0, 1)

= 0, for x = 1.
Find the primitive of I and using fundamental theorem of

1

integral Calculus, establish that f l(x)dx=l.
o

6. (a) Use the integral definition oflog x to prove that
1for x>O,log(l+x»x- _x2

•
2

(b) State the second Mean Value Theorem of integral Calculus in
Bonnet's form and use it to prove that

Pl"f sin? X dx s -, if O<A<,ll<OO.
A A

(c) Let I: [a, b]~ ~ be an increasing function. Show that f is
Riemann integrable over [a, b].

Y (a) Iff is, monotonic on [a, b], then pro~e that I is o~ bounded
_/vanatlOn on [q, bJ. # •

~) Establish by an example that boundedness of I' is not
necessary for a function/to be of bounded variation.

(c) Letz(x) be a function of-period 2n S.t.

I(x)=~ over the interval °< x < 2n.
2

~how that the Fourier series for f{x) in the in,terval ? < x < :J.:ro
IS

1r[. 1'21'3 ]-- smx+-sm x+-sm x+ ....
2 . 2 3

8. (a) It is given that the following integral converges

I "'fIOg(1+4X2) dx B ' duci h= _ 2 • Y mtro ucmg a parameter m t e
o x

integrand and carrying a suitable differentiation under the
integral sign, show that I = 2n.
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(b) Show that for p > 1, the integral l logx dx is convergent.
xP

o
1

(c) Show that the integral f ~ sin .!.. dx is absolutely convergent.
o -i x x

9. (a) Using the method of Lagrange's multipliers, find the points
on the sphere x2 + l + :l =14 where 3x - 2y + z attains its
maximum value.

(b) Find the radius of convergence of the following series:
1+ ab x+ a(a+1)b(b+1) x2+ a(a+1)(a+2) b(b+1)(b+2) x3+ .....

c 2! c(c+1) 3! c(c+1)(c+2)
(c) State and prove Mean Value Theorem for-a function of two

../ real variables.

10. (a) Evaluate HI 2 ~ dy dz 2 over the sphere x2 +l + ~ ~ 1.
x +y +(z-2)

(b) Find the area of the surface generated by revolving the
cardioide r = a( 1+cos B) about the initial line.

(c) Test whether the graph of the following function is a
./ rectifiable curve

1rf{x)=xcos - for x ee O
2x

= 0 for x= 0

Group-B
[Marks-1S]

Answer anyone question from the following:

11. (a) Defme metric on a setX("# <1».
Let X be the set of all convergent sequences in IR and
d :XxX ~ IRbe defined by d(x, y)= sup {I x; -:-Yn I: n E N} for
all x = {xn} and.y = {yn} in X Show that (X, d) is a metric
space.
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(b) Define Cauchy sequence in a metric space (X, d). Prove that a 1+3+ 1
convergent sequence {xn} is (X, d) is a Cauchy sequence.
Give an example to show that a Cauchy sequence need not be
convergent in an arbitrary metric space.

(c) Let Ybe a subspace of a metric space (X, d) then prove that 3+2
(i) G(e Y) is open in a metric space (Y, dy) iff G= H n Y for
some open set H in (X, d).

(ii) F(e Y) is closed in (Y, dy) iff F= V n Y for some closed
set V in (X, d).

12. (a) Let (X, d) be a discrete metric space, then prove that any 2+2
subset of (X, d) is both closed and open.

(b) Define the term 'complete metric space'. In a metric space
(X, d), show that a Cauchy sequence is convergent iff it has a
convergent sub sequence.

(c) Defme closed set in a metric space ex, d). Show that for any 1+2+2+ I
A eX, AO is an open set and A is a closed set where AO and A
denote the interior and closure of A respectively. Give an
example of a nested sequence of open intervals in IR.

Group-C
[Marks-IS]

Answer anyone question from the following: l Sx l= 15

13. (a) Find the complex number z that corresponds to the point 3

(
2 2.J3 3J .- , -- , - on the Riemann sphere x; +x; + xi =1.
555

(b) Let u, v be real valued functions such that 5

fix, y) = u(x, y) + i vex, y) is differentiable at Zo=xo +iyo, then
prove that the functions u and v are differentiable at the point
(xo, Yo) and satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann equations.

3079 6
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(c) Defme harmonic function. Show that the function
u(x, y)= x3 - 3xl, x, y E ~ is a harmonic function. Apply
Milne-Thomson's methods to find a real valued function
v such that u + iv is analytic on ([;.

1+3+3

14. (a) Prove that f(z)= {Z~IZ,if z:;t:O

0, ifz=O

is continuous at Z = 0 but not differentiable at Z = O.
(b) Letj(z) = u(x, y) + i vex, y) where u(x, y) and vex, y) are real

value functions, be defined on a region G except at
Zo =Xo +iyo' then show that lim fez) = a + ib iff

Z~Zo

2+3

5

1imu(x,y)=a and lim v(x,y)=b,
X-+Xo X-+Xo
y~yo y~yo

(c) Let {z.} be a complex sequence. Show that if lim Zn =a and
n~oo

2+2+1

lim Zn =b , then a = b.
n~oo

Also show that if {zn} converges to Z then {jz, I} converges to
1 Z I. Is the converse true? Justify.
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